We consider carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation for singlecarrier and single-user transmission over a frequency-selective channel. When training is solely devoted to frequency synchronization, it is important to design the training to optimize CFO estimation performance. In this paper we exhibit the training sequence that minimizes the Cramer-Rao bound associated with the carrier frequency offset and averaged over the channel statistics following a correlated Ricean fading channel model. Simulations show significant improvements compared to the standard pseudorandom white training sequence.
INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication, the transmitted signal is usually distorted by inter symbol interference due to the multipath channel and a carrier frequency offset (CFO) caused by a local oscillator drift or a Doppler effect. In order to retrieve the transmitted data accurately, the receiver needs to accurately estimate the CFO and the channel. In civil applications, symbols known to the receiver, called training symbols, are sent periodically by the transmitter. The training sequence can be employed to estimate the channel and the carrier frequency offset. Often, both parameters are estimated separately with two different kinds of training sequences. In this paper we focus on the carrier frequency offset estimation when the channel is still not a parameter of interest and is unknown at the receive and transmit sides.
The goal of this paper is to exhibit the "optimal" training sequence in the sense of optimizing CFO estimation performance. Toward this objective, we will minimize the Cramer-Rao bound associated with the CFO. In order for the solution to be independent of the channel realization, we average the eRB over the channel statistics model. In wireless environment, it is standard to consider the channel to be Rice distributed [1] . In the literature, the optimal training sequence for carrier frequency offset estimation has been developed in the case of uncorrelated Rayleigh channel [2] . In such a case, the best training sequence is white. In this paper, we will see that as soon as the channel has either a deterministic part or a correlated random part, the best training sequence is not white anymore.
As we consider a single-carrier and single-user communications scheme, the complex envelope of receive discrete-time signal y (n )
This work has been supported by the Royal Society 978-1-4244-2046-9/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE 6 takes the following form Tr (~) == 1. The superscript (.) stands for the conjugate transpose operator. Coefficient K is the so-called Ricean factor. We assume that K,~, and hd are known at both the transmitter and the receiver sides. This assumption is realistic in most wireless applications since the coherence time corresponding to K,~, and hd is much larger than the coherence time corresponding to hr. In order to fix our optimal training sequence selection issue, the derivations and the optimization of the average CRB will be done under the following asymptotic regime: we first assume that the size NT of the training sequence tends to infinity, and then assume the size L of the channel impulse response tends to infinity. The last assumption is equivalent to assuming limNT-+oo LINT == 0 which means that L « NT. It is worth pointing out that although our theoretical analysis is based on this asymptotic regime, realistic values for NT and L are used in the simulation section.
When the number of available observations NT is much greater than the number of unknown parameters (L + 1), it is well known that the Bayesian approach which takes into account the statistical model of the parameters (e.g., the Maximum A Posteriori based algorithm) does not provide significant improvement compared to the deterministic approach (e.g., the Maximum Likelihood based algorithm). In the case of asymptotic regime, the performance of the Maximum Likelihood based algorithm is described by the deterministic Cramer-Rao bound [3, 4] associated with the joint estimation of the CFO and the channel h. Therefore the use of the deterministic Cramer-Rao bound averaged over channel statistics as our criterion is well motivated. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the CRB associated with CFO and we derive its average over the channel statistics under the asymptotic regime. In Section 3, we show that the average CRB can be approximated by a convex function with respect to the training sequence spectrum. Section 4 presents simulations results which illustrate the merits of the proposed method.
CRITERION EVALUATION
The CRB associated with CFO depends on the training sequence. Consider the training sequence as a realization of a zero-mean stationary random sequence. Then, when NT is large and when the channel h is unknown at the receiver and has to be estimated too, the CRB for the CFO can be expressed as a function of the secondorder statistics of the training sequence (cf. [5] ). This CRB is given by [5] 3(12 1 "Y(fllh fixed and unknown) == 21r 2 Nf hHRth (3) where R t is the L-dimensional covariance matrix defined by
Our goal consists of selecting the correlation matrix that minimizes the CFO estimation error. Obviously, minimizing Eq. (3) with respect to R t leads to an optimal color for the training sequence depending on the channel realization. This is unrealistic in practical systems since the channel is unknown. Therefore, we now focus on the expectation of the term (3) over the channel statistics. The resulting function, which will be our optimization criterion, only depends on the training sequence statistics and on the channel statistics and is defined as follows 
Notice that the mean (resp. variance) of a Gamma distribution is given by P2/Pl (resp. P2/p~). When L is large enough, the distribution of random variable~is close to that of a Gamma distribution of parameters (PI, P2) such that After straightforward but tedious algebraic manipulations, we obtain
We would like to obtain a closed form expression for J (R t ). Such an expression is given in the next theorem. 
k=1 and where Tr(.) stands for the Trace operator.
where
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Thirdly, it remains to evaluate the expectation of 1/~when~is assumed to be Gamma distributed. One can easily check that
Thanks to Eqs (6)- (7), one can check that P2 is larger than 1.
Finally, we need to evaluate PI and P2 with respect to the channel statistics (K, hd, E) and the training correlation matrix R t .
For doing that, recall that (5) with respect to the matrix R t subject to power constraint seems to be intractable in closed-form. In next section, we will however see that under the asymptotic regime, J(Rt ) can be well approximated by a convex function. This implies that our problem boils down to a standard convex optimization issue.
CRITERION OPTIMIZATION
By simplifying Eq. (5), the proposed criterion gives rise to a convex optimization problem for which we are able to obtain numerical solutions for the covariance matrix of the training sequence, or equivalently its spectrum.
First of all, let us focus on the simplification of J (Rt ) given by Eq. (5). When L is large, the (L xL) Toeplitz matrix R t can be almost diagonalized in the Fourier basis [7] . Consequently, we get Proof-Instead of proving directly the convexity of Ja(At), we prove more easily the convexity of ¢(At) == -s(K + 1)/Ja(At).
R t == FAtF
As Ja is, by construction, positive whatever the matrix R t and as the inverse function is also convex, the convexity of ¢ implies the convexity of J a . Therefore we now concentrate on At~¢(At) which can be written as follows
To prove the convexity of ¢(At), we calculate its Hessian matrix, defined as follows After tedious but straightforward algebraic manipulations, we have 
CONCLUSION
We have inspected the training sequence design issue for carrier frequency offset estimation in the context of frequency-selective channel when the channel impulse response is assumed to be Ricedistributed with arbitrary correlation. As a criterion, we have chosen the Cramer-Rao bound for the carrier frequency offset, aver- 1.5~-----'-------'------'------r;===:::::C:==::C===:J===:J::===:I training sequence associated with one specific realization of hd but with a low Ricean factor K == 2. In such a case, hd does not provide enough information about h. To avoid frequency fading of h, the optimal training sequence is thus spread over all FFT bins. In Figure 5 , we plot the approximate CRB versus p for a Rayleigh channel (K == 0). The gain in performance is of interest for p > 0.5. The correlation thus needs to be strong to observe a difference between optimal training and white training.
In Figure 6 , we display At the spectrum of the optimal training sequence for Rayleigh channel with p == 0.5. We also plot the mean channel spectrum given by v~IE[lh(v)1 2 ] . We remark that the optimal training sequence spectrum has a shape similar to the mean spectrum which concentrates its energy at low frequencies.
Unless otherwise stated, we set Nt == 50, L == 5, and SNR=10dB.
The carrier frequency offset is fixed to f == 0.1. All simulated points are averaged over 1000 Monte-Carlo runs for which we have modified the deterministic and random part of the channel. We assume that the correlation between two taps k and I of the channel impulse response is given by p1k-l l where p E [0,1).
In Figure 1 , we compare the CRB given by Eq. (4) with its approximation provided by Eq. (8) versus L. We have considered R t == IdL , At == diag(IdL ), K == 2, p == 0.75. We remark that the approximation is tight enough since both curves are close to each other even for small value of L. This implies that the best training sequence deduced from the optimization done on Eq. (8) is still relevant for the original problem characterized by Eq. (4).
In Figure 2 , we plot the approximate CRB versus K for uncorrelated channel (p == 0) and with white or optimal training sequence.
We observe that for small K the white sequence is almost optimal.
However, as soon as K is larger than 3, it is preferable to choose a training sequence different from the white one to estimate more accurately the frequency offset.
In Figure 3 , we display At the spectrum of the optimal training sequence associated with one specific realization of hd. The Ricean factor is fixed to K == 10. We observe that the energy of the spectrum is concentrated on the frequency maximizing the spectrum of hd. We remind that, if the channel h is perfectly known at the transmitter, the spectrum of the optimal training sequence is a spectral line at the frequency maximizing the spectrum of h. Consequently, when K is large enough, the choice of the optimal training sequence spectrum can be done in a similar way but based on hd instead of h.
In Figure 4 , we still display At the spectrum of the optimal
SIMULATIONS
To obtain numerical values for optimal At, we can use a standard gradient or Newton search algorithm. The convexity of our criterion ensures proper convergence of the latter algorithm. Notice that minimizing the CRB of the CFO with respect to the training sequence has been partially treated in the literature. [9] selects the training sequence which minimizes the worst CRB (Le., the maximum of the CRB over all normalized channel realizations) whereas [2] characterizes the training sequence which minimizes the average CRB when the channel is assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh (Le., K == 0 and~proportional to the identity matrix). In both of the above references, the white training was found to be optimal. In [10] , the training sequence was designed to render the exact (i.e. finite-sample) CRB of the CFO independent of the channel zeros. The developed design was shown to outperform the white training design when the length of the training sequence is small/moderate. For a large training sequence, the white sequence is still optimal when considering the criterion in [10] . Here we have derived the training sequence minimizing the average CRB when the channel is assumed to be Rice whatever the ricean factor K, the deterministic part hd and the color of the random part~. We have shown that white training may be far from being optimum.
In practice, a training sequence with optimal power spectrum At can be generated as the output of a digital filter with relevant coefficients excited by a known white sequence. The generation of this optimal training sequence can be achieved without any additional computational complexity compared to a traditional (white) training sequence since the above filter has to be evaluated only when the channel statistics vary.
Training spectrum with K=10, rho=O, Nt=50, SNR=1OdS aged over the channel statistics. The proposed criterion was simplified under an asymptotic assumption on the length of the training sequence and the length of the channel impulse response. Then we proved that the simplified criterion is convex which enables us to find numerically the optimal training sequence. Simulations showed that the gain was significant.
